JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. These meetings can be considered tracktwo diplomacy, since they were explicitly intended to further conflict resolution by improving understanding and relationships between groups, by humanizing adversary groups through face-to-face meetings, and by preparing the ground for official negotiations by exploring, in an unofficial and informal setting and without commitment, underlying issues and possible solutions ( While both sides at the Dakar conference sought to influence public opinion in South Africa, and publicized the meeting accordingly, participants in the more elite and substantive Afrikaner intellectuals-ANC meetings avoided publicity because of each side's vulnerability to criticism from hardliners opposed to official-level negotiation. Recourse to secret contacts is also understandable, given government and ANC attempts to exploit splits in each other's camp. Appearing to negotiate also risked dividing each side internally and undermining mobilization efforts. As a senior ANC analyst noted, Nhlanhla objected that meetings were taking place 'without any consultation let alone coordination. There are more and more workshops being organised which involve people from home. There is a loss of control' (ANC, 1988a: 1-3).
Introduction
The unofficial meetings between international and inter-ethnic adversaries known as 'track-two diplomacy' (Montville, 1987) deserve, according to their respective proponents and detractors, either much credit or else hardly any for achieving official, between business executives and ANC leaders; the 1987 encounter in Dakar, Senegal, between ANC officials and dissident Afrikaners; and the covert meetings in England beginning in late 1987 between ANC officials and Afrikaner academics with links to government officials.
These meetings can be considered tracktwo diplomacy, since they were explicitly intended to further conflict resolution by improving understanding and relationships between groups, by humanizing adversary groups through face-to-face meetings, and by preparing the ground for official negotiations by exploring, in an unofficial and informal setting and without commitment, underlying issues and possible solutions (Diamond & McDonald, 1996 : 2). They differed from 'secret diplomacy', such as imprisoned ANC leader Nelson Mandela's discussions with government officials, although the ANC and government did use the meetings in England to arrange a covert official initiative. They also differed from the go-between activities of bridge-builders like H. W. van der Merwe and Richard Rosenthal, who sought, unsuccessfully, to arrange direct government-ANC meetings (Rosenthal, 1998 ; van der Merwe, 2000).
Characteristics of Track Two in South Africa
The meetings in the South African case were essentially bilateral, since the government and the ANC's desire to control the timing and substance of talks tended to preclude third parties, who 'would invariably come with their own agendas' (ANC, . The ANC, despite refusing H. W. van der Merwe's facilitation offers and skeptically viewing such initiatives as 'tentacles thrown by the enemy', was nonetheless spurred by his overtures to 'prepare for the possibility of being confronted with talks' and to take seriously van der Merwe's contention that there were highranking NP members who sought contact with the ANC (ANC, 1984b: 5).1 Initiatives that were facilitated by third parties, including the businessmen-ANC and Afrikaner intellectuals-ANC meetings, departed from the model of facilitation in 'interactive conflict resolution' (Fisher, 1997) . The groups in all the track-two meetings were asymmetrical, since the ANC side, as loyal members of a political organization with well-coordinated policy positions, addressed their interlocutors with one voice, while those who met with them were typically self-selected and less unified.
While both sides at the Dakar conference sought to influence public opinion in South Africa, and publicized the meeting accordingly, participants in the more elite and substantive Afrikaner intellectuals-ANC meetings avoided publicity because of each side's vulnerability to criticism from hardliners opposed to official-level negotiation. Recourse to secret contacts is also understandable, given government and ANC attempts to exploit splits in each other's camp. Appearing to negotiate also risked dividing each side internally and undermining mobilization efforts. As a senior ANC analyst noted, 1 Van der Merwe was instrumental in arranging an unprecedented interview by a reporter from Beeld with ANC leaders in December 1984 in which the pro-government newspaper advocated talks with the ANC. Van Nhlanhla objected that meetings were taking place 'without any consultation let alone coordination. There are more and more workshops being organised which involve people from home. There is a loss of control' (ANC, 1988a: 1-3).
Since ANC participants were typically senior officials, such meetings might be considered 'track one-and-a-half' rather than track two. Nevertheless, while the ANC side attended as ANC representatives, they did so in an explicitly non-official capacity, rather than as negotiators. White participants in the meetings had no official standing, as befits the track-two definition from Diamond & McDonald (1996) The various contributions of track-two contacts in South Africa are listed in Table I Process and Substance of the Meeting Kaunda chaired the session at his presidential lodge. He emphasized that it was not possible for decisions to be taken; rather, the aim was mutual learning and exploring common ground (Bloom, 1985 : 2-3) . Tambo suggested that the delegations, which initially sat on opposite sides of a table, should mix themselves up, rather than face each other like opponents. The mixed seating continued during lunch, adding to the fraternal atmosphere, as did Tambo's request that they use first names.
In the unstructured discussion that followed, the businessmen asked whether ANC economic policy envisioned state control and nationalization of industries. The businessmen stressed that political progress depended on economic growth, which capitalism could most effectively produce. The businessmen and journalists challenged the 'armed struggle', suggesting the ANC adopt a moratorium on violence. They also stressed the need to avoid bloodshed and destruction of infrastructure during the period of reform before power-sharing took place. De Beer raised white fears of black domination and possible constitutional safeguards. ANC members supported individual rights, but were opposed to group rights, which they considered anti-democratic and which contradicted the ANC's non-racialism (Bloom, 1985: 22) .
The very cordial rapport between the groups impressed the businessmen, who experienced significant dissonance between their expectations and the people they found. Relly termed it 'one of the nicest days I've ever spent', noting that, 'Although [MK leader] Chris Hani was billed as the leader of the ferocious forces ... he was a sweet chap. We couldn't get him into the right category at all' (Sampson, 1987: 194 Cabinet minister and former Broederbond chairman Gerrit Viljoen had also met with Mandela in prison in 1988 and 1989. Viljoen (1994) assessed that these contacts, which were covert track one, rather than track two, 'worked against demonization', in that 'the ANC's reasonableness and lack of 5 At least two aspects of the South African case inspire reformulation of the 'hurting stalemate' concept, which posits that negotiation is likely when the more powerful side begins to lose ground: first, the government side agreed to negotiate only after it regained control of its deteriorating security position, and second, competition from the NP's main domestic rival, the CP, significantly influenced the NP's attitudes toward negotiation (Lieberfeld, 1999b 
